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HIGH SPEED TRAIL CAM VIEWER

HIGH SPEED TRAIL CAM VIEWER
One Year Limited Warranty
Your LOWDOWN viewer is covered by a one (1) year Limited Warranty on material
and workmanship from date of original purchase. Purchase must have been made
through LOWDOWN website or an Authorized Dealer for LOWDOWN. This
warranty covers defects in workmanship and materials. This warranty does not
apply for units damaged due to intentional or accidental abuse. A purchase from
individual, unauthorized dealers, or unauthorized Internet sites void this warranty.
THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY TO CORROSION, CRACKS, OXIDATION,
WATER DAMAGE, OR BATTERY LONGEVITY.

THANK YOU

For Purchasing LOWDOWN!
We know you’ll enjoy your LOWDOWN high-speed viewer and hope you
tell your hunting friends about it. If you have any issues with the LOWDOWN viewer, let us know. Also, if you love using your viewer, send us
a short testimonial about your experience. We’d like to share it on our
website. Please email us at: information@lowdownviewer.com

LOWDOWN™ is a premium, high-speed trail camera viewer,
designed specifically for that purpose. It is three times faster
than any other available trail camera viewer and far easier to
use because it is not bogged down by internal memory
(although you can save images to a second card), or unnecessary
tablet functions (so it cannot connect to Wi-Fi, accept apps, etc.)
and the proprietary software that runs it is custom-designed
and use-specific.
LOWDOWN™ is a dedicated viewer/photo manager made for
one thing and one thing only, fast, uncomplicated viewing of
your trail cam images and videos. Lowdown makes viewing large
numbers of images fast and easy, allows you to finger-zoom in
on individual images to see important details, allows you to
easily delete individual or groups of selected images and lets you
save images to a second (SD) card and clear your camera card.
All with simple, intuitive touch screen operation!
HUNTERS SERVING HUNTERS
We’ve been avid trail cam users from the start. As cameras
evolved, the SD card made it possible to leave trail cams out for
weeks at a time without disturbing hunting areas. This also led
to the collection of lots of images to weed through back at home.
That’s why we developed LOWDOWN™ — the next generation
in trail cam viewing — so hunters can view pictures fast,
efficiently, and on the go.

Return authorization must be obtained via email to:
information@lowdownviewer.com
Al J Kaiser
President of Hunters Mate, LLC
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Joshua L Caraway
Vice President of Hunters Mate, LLC

LOWDOWN™ is designed for fast, uncomplicated viewing of your trail cam images and videos
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